We and others have written in the past on the
optimal organizational placement of human f&ztars professionals in software development organhations [l,

5, 6, 7, 8]--“optimal”

in terms of

maximizing the usabiity of the resultant products. Common considerations have included
whether or not to “mainstream” the human
factors professionals onto development teams [4],
and, if maintaining a centmlized human factors
department, whether or not to place that department in the direct reporting line to the product
manager [2].
Given our recent, new experiences with “vertical
teams” and with hybrid (centralized and mainstreamed) usabiity support, we would like to add to
the corpus of thought on the optimal placement, and
on the activities that are required to maintain the vital usabiity support in
various organizationalmodels.

There are two basic models of
how human factors (or any) sup
port can be given to a sofiware
(or any) developmentproject.
Centralized support
In the common,

centralized

model, a human &aors department is present. This collection of professionals can
report directly to a product manager, or, more like15 can report to
some line of management that
directs other “support” teams
(e.g., documentation writers).

With the recognition of usability as
“the next competitive frontier” [11, p.
viii], more sol&are development teams
have begun integrating usability professionals into their teams. There has been
a recent, convergent thrust toward “verwhereby the same people
rake a produa from cradle to grave,

doing the planning,

design, development,

test-

ing, and delivery.
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is being, and being seen as,

tiond models has its own advantages and disadvantages in the pursuit of these two objectives.

a team member. The clear buy-in of someone in
the development group per se helps with communications to and from the rest of the product
developers. For the cenrnlized human factors

The Centraiized Model over Mainstreaming
One primary advantage of the centralized modeI

professional, there is a constant need to insinuate oneselfinto design decisions, wi,virhmuch less

(and, thus, a disadvan-

of such a need when serving directly on the
development
team. Plus, and relatedly, the
mainstreaming
model tends to allow a much

expertise. Each of the aforementioned

organiza-
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development
process where relatively little
usability support is needed, human fnctors prac-

and Disadvantages

W&in any product
there should be two
usabilig standpoint):
and to maintain (and

Autin,

technical usability vitality. Indeed, the fict of
mainstreaming
makes harder the interchange
among human factors professionals, and calls for
more intentiondity
about maintaining technical
vitality. Finally, a centralized human factors

rors practitioners
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hybrid model. Some of the human f&tors support came from professionals centralized in a
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model, that a manager

of the value of usability

tage of mainstreaming), as
it relates to the producrdevelopment
objective,
is
that with centralized support,

crisper understanding
of the product on the
part of the human factors professional.
The mainstreamed model can actually he&
with the spread of usability education, as each
developer who enjoys a human Factors pro&+
sional as a teammate has the opportunity to hm
first-hand the techniques of usability engineering.

the product
under development. The mainstreamed usability
engineer is more likely to be too aware of development constraints, and thus not “aim high
enough” when it comes to usability objectives.
Regarding
the objective of maintaining
usability engineering
expertise, one primary
advantage of the centralized model is it facilitates maintaining
a human factors “critical
mass.” The “care-and-feeding”
of the human
factors prof%ssional is very likely to be monitored, and good, under such a model. Relatedly,
ic is easier to hire new human factors professionals into such an organization, and the department manager is likely to know how to evaluate
the professional’s contribution. There is danger,

interactions.

Overcoming the Disadvantages
There are actions that can be taken co overcome
the disadvantages mentioned
above. In the
Centralized model, most of the problems of
“buy-in” and being seen as a team member can
be overcome by cohabitation with the development team being supported, and “dotted-line
reporting” to that team manager.
In the mainstreamed realm, with the main
problem being maintenance of the human f&tors community, communications
is the main
problem. When working with totally mainstrezrned human f&ors support in pears past, we
estabIished an on-line human i%ccors conference
disk and forum, to facilitate intra-discipline
communications.
Of additional help would Ix
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apparent and actual upper management

defined, it can be used to guide development,

support

provide

a common

of human factors, to encourage the other developers to embrace the usability experts as part of

among

the development

most importantly)

management
human

team. Further, education of the

team about the role and value of

ingness to share human
departments/organizations

management

and managers,
provide

and (perhaps

a basis for further

process improvement.“[9]
For

factors should help avoid the misuse of

that resource. Consummately,

engineers

basis for communication

one

set

of products,

will-

factors resource across
will yield

greater

returns for the entire business.
The Special Case of Hybrid Support

both

Indeed ALL organizations should be, ultimately,
hybrid - with all developers becoming usabili-

high
usability
reflected in the

in terms

of
(as

ty advocates themselves, yet with some centralized source of usability resource. In one recent
esample, “Finally, the biggest payoff from the
integration of user interface design processes
into the software development cycle may come
from the fact that now the entire product team
is responsible for the user interface” [lo].
good usability coverage; the centralized human

firmed in our experience, is management
buy-in.

factors professionals can ‘theck the work of” the

internal

IBM study showed that upper man-

mainstreamed

agement

buy-in was the variable that correlat-

One particular advantage of a hybrid model is

folks. That is, a new more objec-

tive look can be given products that have been
developed with mainstreamed usability support.
Of course, this creates a new disadvantage;

a

new us-vs.-them between the two types of
human factors professionals. Thii is on top of
the

estant

dichotomy

between

coders

and

human factors profasionals.
One way this
potential disadvantage can be treated is by
rotating human factors professionals into and
out of the centralized group. Managers may
balk at losing training investment, but the bigpicture

pay-off will be positive

for both the

ed highest with product

One

usability.

Do we want to become obsolete, and have all
usability support done by the developers/coders
themselves? No. There is a difference between
usability

advocacy

and usability

engineering.

And while some of the usability engineering
methods will be employed by other developers,
some require “a professional.”
What to do iii the doctor comes? Ifyou have
no usabiity resources, gain access to some. The
aforementioned cost-justification techniques will
allow you to determine if such expenditures are

products and the human factors professionals.
This points to another issue, too big to be

likely to reap rewards. If you do have usability

addressed in derail here. The hybrid model
implies, but does not necessarily entail, additionnl human factors resources (i-e., people). When
evaluating the addition of personnel, there are
cost-benefit analysis techniques (e.g., [3]) that can
be employed when cost-justifying the application
of any human factors resource.

they are deployed. Are your products achieving
maximal usabiig while your technical usability
vitality continues to grow? If not, perhaps some
of the foregoing suggestions will help. @

Discussion

These concerns can be viewed in the context of
“understanding and improving software processes . . . Once a rigorous process architecture is

professionals in your organization,

consider how
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Call this
an Interface?
The first keyboard layout was intended to slow users down so the fypewriter could
keep up withthem. Should the tool support the person or the person support the
tool? If you believe tools should support people, you should meet others who share
your belief. You should see the state of fhe art in performance support.
You should attend...
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and Interface Design

Washing-t;on, DC

Join the organizations that have chosen to arm their employees with tools for success:NASA, AT&T, IlT Hartford, Amdahl,
Deloitte & Touche, Prudential Insurance, Apple Computer, Intel, Caferpillar, American Express,J.C. Penney Company, Andcrscn
Windows, Aetna Life & Casualty, IBM, Dow Chemical, Sprint, to name a few.
Attend Performance
Suppoti’S5:
2 Yz days of information-packed sessions including case studies; presentations on the
current thinking and theory behind performance-centered design; sessions on the practical how-tos of project managcmcnl,
staff selection, budget development, cost justification, and more. Vendor demos will feature cutting-edge applications and tools
from the best providers in the field. Keynote presentations will include Gloria Cery, author of’the path-breaking book Elecfrorric
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Performance Support Systems. Order your free
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conference brochure today.
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